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Astrology is essentially the purest 

presentation of occult truth in the world at 

this time, because it is the science which 

deals with those conditioning and governing 

energies and forces which play through and 

upon the whole field of space and all that is 

found within that field.  



Recap: Foundational Facts of Esoteric Astrology 

1. Orthodox or Exoteric Astrology:  

maps the PERSONALITY life. 

2. Esoteric Astrology:  

Is the science of the SOUL, of unfolding consciousness, and is 

used to help us identify what we have to do to.. 

a. Purify the UNCONSCIOUS (past life negative habits) 

by studying the MOON MSIGN 

b. Integrate and purify the PERSONALITY (selfish egocentric 

by studying the SUN N SIGN 

c. Transform and become SOUL CONSCIOUSNESS (wise, 

loving, inclusive) by studying the RISING SIGN (at 9’oclock) 

Q. What does all this mean? In your own words? 
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Two charts: 

1. Three Levels of Consciousness  

- Labours of Hercules 

2. Chart (Djwhal Khul) EA332:  

Signs on Three Levels of Consciousness 
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PRACTICE: 

Using the Moon, Sun, Rising signs of famous people;  

and the 3-level consciousness charts, identify: 

1.  What “rubbish” they have to purify – MOON SIGN 

2. What negatives they need to control and express 

positively - SUN 

3. What qualities they need to develop/ express – RISING 

[NB. Keep in mind that we are all striving on one or other of these levels] 

Q. What does this mean? 
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Questions 

1. Moon, can it move thru Vulcan, Neptune, Uranus in one life? [LH. Yes, unusual] 

2. Is the moon (associated with astral) more influencing in teens? [Yes] 

3. When we read about the pre-patterns in the Moon or Vulcan [not Vulcan, it 

purifies] etc, it appears like there is only one basic pattern that we bring in? [Moon 

shows us the most entrenched/ negative habit-pattern, that is imprisoning the 

soul]  

4. If a person is on the path, neither the moon or its house is read.. use either 

Vulcan, Neptune or Uranus and their houses ONLY? [Until the 3rd initiation 

(enlightenment), we are still clearing stuff, so still read the Moon. Vulcan/ 

Neptune over it simply tells us the person on the Path is doing the necessary 

transformational work. 

5. [It is correct to place Vulcan directly over the Moon or Sun, because (on the 

Path) Vulcan's (Neptune, Uranus) force  flows directly through the Moon 

(astral) / Sun (ego). 
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6. Vulcan in 5H, is asking to establish balance between the sacral and throat 

chakras .. [Vulcan only influences on the Path. The life areas that need 

purifying, are the houses that the Sun and Moon are in. Vulcan is involved 

with the 1st transference , sacral to throat] in humanity.  

7. Difference, Leo Moon vs Leo Sun? [Moon symbolises defensive habits we fall 

back into when we feel threatened (eg. Leo, arrogant, roaring); but these are 

secondary to the Sun Sign traits which is who we identify with when we think 

of "I am".  A Leo Sun may be arrogant, but will also be using positives – wise 

leadership, sensitive to others – to achieve personality Sun goals. 

8. why we read the LOH with Moon/ Sun? [Don't understand the question] 

9. [FMM is for world healing, though can be used for personal growth.  

Spiritual force is impressing Sun (sign) qualities on humanity.  

10. When you first look at a chart is there any particular order that you take? 

a. Sun (personality), Moon (past, Ascendant signs (Soul purpose)  -

overview    

b. Then again, fully with aspects. If rays known, use them now. 

     (Astral with Moon, Personality with Sun, Soul Ray with Ascendant sign.) 

c. Transits and progressions 


